LAUNCH OF TOOLKIT SOLUTIONS
& KITNEY 365 WHS SYSTEM
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 2020

Launch of Game changing WHS Service - Toolkit Solutions
Kitney announces the launch of new WHS resource and training site Toolkit Solutions and Kitney’s 365 WHS
System in Microsoft 365.
Brisbane, QLD: Kitney today announced the launch of Toolkit Solutions, a new online resource and
educational WHS service for business, and Kitney’s 365 WHS System. Toolkit Solutions is a WHS-focused
resource site which offers a new form of support for businesses of all sizes to meet their work health and
safety obligations while making compliance more accessible and user-friendly.
“What distinguishes our service from others is that it is highly customisable while also being affordable,”
says Jo Kitney, Director and Principal Consultant at Kitney. “We believe that size, location and cost should
not be a barrier to effective health and safety management and have used our industry insights, experience
and library of resources and made these available along with our 365 WHS System within Microsoft 365.”
Toolkit Solutions goal is to create better, safer workplaces through these comprehensive service offerings:
●
●
●
●

Toolkit 365 Systems: online 365 WHS System provided within Microsoft 365 containing a scalable,
customisable and easy to use online WHS System with WHS documents for all business sizes
Toolkit Bundles: sets of WHS document to meet specific WHS and business needs
Toolkit Documents: individual WHS documents for businesses to start or develop their WHS system
Toolkit Training: boot camps, masterclasses and coaching to build capability and confidence for
managing health and safety and using Kitney’s 365 WHS System

Toolkit Solutions officially launched on Monday 21st of September 2020. For more information on Toolkit
Solutions and the support it provides to business, visit https://toolkit.kitney.com/coming-soon.
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